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0400-02-13-.01 Definitions 
 
“Applicant” means a person applying to receive or renew a commercial use authorization from the Commissioner. 
 
"Commercial park activity" means any activity involving any commercial or business purpose within a state park 
that may impact park facilities, park visitors, or park staff, including, but not limited to, any recreational activity in a 
state park that is packaged and sold as a service by an organization or individual, other than the Department. 
Commercial park activity does not include commercial whitewater outfitter services subject to Chapter 0400-02-
10. 
 
“Commercial use authorization” means an authorization issued by the Commissioner to a person to engage in 
commercial park activity.  
 
“Commissioner” means the Commissioner of the Department of Environment and Conservation or the 
Commissioner’s authorized representative. 
 
“Department” means the Department of Environment and Conservation. 
 
“Director” means the Director of State Park Operations for Tennessee State Parks or the Director’s designee. 
 
“Gross revenue” means the entire amount of the actual sales price, whether for cash or other consideration, of all 
commercial park activities occurring within parks authorized by a commercial use authorization; all deposits not 
refunded to purchasers; and any money retained after a guest cancels or does not fulfill a scheduled commercial 
park activity and is not granted a refund. 
 
“State park” or “park” means any land operated or managed by the Department pursuant to T.C.A. § 11-1-108, 
including state parks and state natural areas. 
 
Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 
 
0400-02-13-.02 Authorization Requirement and Applications 
 
(1)  No person shall engage in any commercial park activity without holding a current, valid commercial use 

authorization from the Commissioner authorizing such commercial park activity except in accordance with 
the terms of a special use permit issued pursuant to T.C.A. § 11-3-111(c), or as otherwise authorized in 

https://sos.tn.gov/products/division-publications/rulemaking-guidelines
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accordance with law.  
 
(2) Any person who wishes to apply for a commercial use authorization shall file an application, accompanied 

by the required application fee, with the Commissioner that includes: 
 

(a) The name of the applicant; 
 
(b) The contact information, including phone number and email address for the applicant;  
 
(c) A narrative description of the commercial park activity in which the person wishes to engage; 
 
(d) The expected revenues from the commercial park activity per year; 
 
(e) Proof of general liability insurance covering the commercial park activity in the amount of $1 

million per occurrence with the State of Tennessee named as an additional insured, unless an 
alternate insurance amount is approved by the Commissioner based on the individual risk factors 
of the applicant’s commercial park activities;  

 
(f) Proof of operation plans and emergency operation plans for the proposed commercial park 

activity; 
 
(g) Proof that the applicant is qualified to provide the proposed commercial park activity, including but 

not limited to training for all staff that will participate in the commercial park activities;  
 
(h) A statement of the expected group sizes, if applicable, and frequency of the commercial park 

activity; 
 
(i) The state park or parks where the commercial park activity is proposed to occur; 
 
(j) If the applicant is requesting a term longer than one year, the length of the term requested, how 

the applicant satisfies one or more of the criteria in subparagraph (5)(b) of this rule, information 
that supports why the applicant should be granted a longer term, and any other relevant 
information the applicant believes justifies a term greater than one year; 

 
(k) If the person to whom the commercial use authorization is to be issued is an individual, general 

partnership, or other business entity where individuals hold the right to all or part of the 
commercial use authorization: 

 
1.  The names and Social Security Numbers of each such individual or general partner; and 
 
2. For each such individual or general partner, an attestation and documentation complying 

with the requirements of the Eligibility Verification for Entitlements Act, codified at T.C.A. 
§§ 4-58-101 through 4-58-110; 

 
(l) If the person to whom the commercial authorization is to be issued is a business entity other than 

those subject to subparagraph (j) of this paragraph, proof that the entity: 
 

1.  Holds a registration as a domestic or foreign business entity, as appropriate, in good 
standing with the Tennessee Secretary of State; and 

 
2. Has obtained all permits and licenses, including business licenses, and paid all charges, 

fees, or taxes required by the State of Tennessee or its political subdivisions for the 
provision of the commercial park activity;  

 
(m) A list of any conviction or entry of a plea of guilty by the applicant or, if the applicant is an entity, 

by any person that owns part or all of the applicant entity; and 
 
(n) Any other documentation or information reasonably requested by the Commissioner regarding 

the commercial park activity.  
 

(3) The Commissioner may issue a commercial use authorization to the applicant upon determining that, in 
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the Commissioner’s discretion, each proposed commercial park activity:  
 

(a) Constitutes an appropriate use of the state park or parks;  
 
(b) Will not exceed a park’s or parks’ capacity for conducting the commercial park activity based on 

other, existing commercial use authorizations to conduct substantially similar commercial park 
activities at that park or parks; 

 
(c) Will have a minimal impact on park resources and values; and  
 
(d) Is consistent with the park purpose, management plans, policies, and all laws and rules.  
 

(4) The Commissioner may, in the Commissioner’s discretion, deny an application for failure to meet all 
requirements listed in paragraph (3) of this rule or for any reason listed in Rule 0400-02-13-.06. The 
decision of the Commissioner to deny an application is only subject to review pursuant to a petition for 
common law writ of certiorari.  

 
(5) A commercial use authorization shall expire up to one year after its issuance on the last day of the month 

of issuance, except:  
 

(a) As set out in subparagraph (7)(b) of this rule; or 
 
(b) Where the Commissioner determines, in the Commissioner’s sole discretion, that an applicant’s 

business model requires a longer term for one or more of the reasons listed in parts (1) through 
(3) of this subparagraph, the Commissioner may grant a term of up to five years. 

 
1. The applicant’s business model requires substantial capital investments in facilities or 

equipment and a one-year term would not allow sufficient time to recover the applicant’s 
investment, thus disincentivizing the applicant and other potential applicants from 
entering the market and offering the proposed commercial park activity; 

 
2. The applicant plans to apply for a loan from a financial institution and a longer permit 

term is required by the financial institution as part of its underwriting process; or 
 
3. Based on the totality of the circumstances, a one-year term is not practical or will be 

detrimental to the applicant’s business in a way not described above but that will 
materially and negatively impact the applicant’s business or the applicant’s customers.  

 
(6) If a commercial use authorization application is incomplete, the Commissioner shall notify the applicant 

and the applicant shall have 60 days to complete the application. If no attempt to complete the application 
is made by the applicant within the 60-day period then the application shall be closed and any application 
fee paid shall not be refunded. Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to allow any person to 
complete an application after the expiration of a limited timeframe for applications, except pursuant to 
subparagraph (7)(b) of this rule.  

 
(7)  (a) In lieu of accepting rolling commercial use authorization applications at any park or parks, the 

Commissioner may establish a limited timeframe during which applicants must submit an 
application for a commercial use authorization in order to encourage efficiency in the 
Department’s administration of applications. Such a limited timeframe may be effective at one or 
more parks and different limited timeframes may be effective at different parks. The 
Commissioner shall make the application timeframes public by posting them on the Department’s 
website. The Commissioner may establish a single expiration date for all commercial use 
authorizations issued pursuant to the limited application timeframe. Renewals of existing 
commercial use authorizations pursuant to Rule 0400-02-13-.08 not initially issued pursuant to 
this paragraph (7) shall not be subject to any limited application timeframe established under this 
subparagraph. 

 
(b) If the Commissioner establishes a limited timeframe for applications pursuant to subparagraph (a) 

of this paragraph, the Commissioner may issue a commercial use authorization to a person who 
files a complete commercial use authorization application outside of the limited timeframe if the 
Commissioner determines that issuance of the commercial use authorization otherwise meets all 
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requirements for the issuance of the commercial use authorization, is in the best interest of the 
park or parks where the commercial park activities are requested to occur, and the applicant 
demonstrates that application during the limited timeframe was impractical. If the Commissioner 
established a single expiration date as set out pursuant to subparagraph (a) of this paragraph, a 
commercial use authorization issued pursuant to this subparagraph shall have the same 
expiration as the commercial use authorizations issued pursuant to the most recent limited 
timeframe and, if applicable, the anniversary date(s) for the purposes of paragraph (1) of Rule 
0400-02-13-.05 shall be the anniversary date(s) of the commercial use authorizations issued 
during the limited timeframe application process, but the application fee shall not be prorated. 

 
(c) 1. If a limited timeframe is established for a park pursuant to subparagraph (a) of this 

paragraph and the demand for commercial use authorizations to conduct a certain 
commercial park activity or class of commercial park activities exceeds the park’s 
capacity for that activity, the Commissioner may establish that a limited number of new 
commercial use authorizations will be issued. If the Commissioner establishes a limited 
number of new commercial use authorizations to be issued to conduct a certain 
commercial park activity or class of commercial park activities, the Commissioner shall 
establish a system for determining which applicants will receive a commercial use 
authorization from among the pool of complete, valid applications received during the 
limited application timeframe. The Commissioner’s method shall utilize a scoring system 
that ranks applicants based on the information provided in their applications and may 
take an applicant’s prior experience conducting the relevant commercial park activity or 
class of commercial park activities at a park into account when scoring applications. 

 
2. No application fee shall be refunded because an application was not chosen for a 

commercial use authorization pursuant to this subparagraph. Provided, however, that if 
the Commissioner decides to choose successful applicants using a qualifications-based 
scoring process under part 1 of this subparagraph after an application to engage in that 
commercial park activity or class of commercial park activities is received, the applicant 
shall be given the chance to withdraw that application and have the applicant’s 
application fee refunded by making such a request in writing within seven calendar days 
of the Commissioner sending written notification to the applicant of the intent to choose 
applicants using a qualifications-based scoring process under part 1 of this 
subparagraph.  

 
3. When the Commissioner has decided to choose applicants to receive a commercial use 

authorization to conduct a commercial park activity or class of commercial park activities 
in a park based on a qualifications-based scoring process under part 1 of this 
subparagraph, the Commissioner shall post notice of the Commissioner’s intent to do so, 
including the park where such commercial park activities will be restricted, the class of 
commercial park activities to be restricted, and the number of commercial use 
authorizations to be issued on the Department’s webpage.  

 
Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 
 
0400-02-13-.03 Terms and Conditions 
 
The Commissioner, in issuing a commercial use authorization under Rule 0400-02-13-.02, may place such terms 
and conditions on the authorized commercial park activity in light of the park or parks where the commercial park 
activity will occur relating to the safety and welfare of the visitors and protection of the resources. These 
requirements may include, but are not limited to, additional park plans, building site designs, additional insurance, 
limitations on the frequency of the commercial park activity, limitations on the number of persons that may be 
allowed to enter the park for the commercial park activity at a given time, or any other reasonably required terms 
and conditions. 
 
Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 
 
0400-02-13-.04 Amendment of an Existing Commercial Use Authorization 
 
(1) A person shall only hold one commercial use authorization, which shall be amended as necessary to 

include all commercial park activities in which such person is engaging and all state parks where such 
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activity will occur. To request an amendment to a commercial use authorization, a person shall file an 
amendment request, accompanied by the required amendment request fee, with the Commissioner that 
includes: 

 
(a) The name of the applicant; 
 
(b) The commercial park activity that is to be added or removed from the commercial use 

authorization;  
 
(c) The expected revenues from the commercial park activity, as requested to be amended, per year; 
 
(d) Proof of any additional operation plans and emergency operation plans for the proposed 

commercial park activity that is necessary because of the amendment; 
 
(e) Proof that the applicant is qualified to provide the proposed commercial park activity, as 

amended, including but not limited to additional training for all staff that will participate in the 
proposed commercial park activity;  

 
(f) A statement of the expected group size, if applicable, and frequency of commercial park activity, if 

changed by the proposed amendment; 
 
(g) The state park or parks where the commercial park activity is proposed to occur, as amended; 

and 
 
(h) Any other documentation or information reasonably requested by the Commissioner regarding 

the commercial park activity, as requested to be amended.  
 

(2) If the Commissioner determines, in the Commissioner’s discretion, that the proposed commercial park 
activity, as amended, is an appropriate use of the state park or parks; will have a minimal impact on park 
resources and values; and is consistent with the park purpose, management plans, policies, and all 
statutes and rules, the Commissioner may amend the existing commercial use authorization. An 
amendment to any existing commercial use authorization shall not change the expiration date or market 
fee reporting date of the commercial use authorization. The Commissioner may further deny any request 
to amend a commercial use authorization for any reason listed in Rule 0400-02-13-.06.  

 
Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 
 
0400-02-13-.05 Market Fees  
 
(1) Within 60 days after each anniversary of the issuance of a commercial use authorization and the 

expiration date of a commercial use authorization, the person holding the commercial use authorization 
shall file with the Commissioner proof of all gross revenues from commercial park activities under this rule 
and pay all market fees owed under paragraph (3) or (4) of this rule based on those gross revenues for 
the year prior to that anniversary or expiration date, as appropriate. Such statement of gross revenue 
shall be broken down by commercial park activity and park. 

 
(2) Any person holding a commercial use authorization shall permit the Commissioner to inspect all financial 

or other records related to the holder’s commercial park activities at any time to ascertain or audit the 
amount of market fees due under this rule.  

 
(3) The market fee rate for a commercial use authorization shall be 3% of the gross receipts derived from 

commercial park activities unless an applicable alternative method has been established under paragraph 
(4) of this rule. 

 
(4) In addition to or in lieu of the method set out in paragraph (3) of this rule, the Commissioner may approve 

of alternative method(s), including but not limited to a flat rate per customer, for calculating the market fee 
due for any commercial park activity if, in the Commissioner’s discretion, it is in the Department’s best 
interest to do so, by setting such fees in accordance with paragraph (2) of Rule 0400-01-01-.02. An 
alternative method of calculating market fees shall be available for commercial use authorizations issued 
after the effective date of the alternative method(s).   
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(5) In calculating the market fees owed under this rule, the person holding the commercial use authorization
shall be given a single credit equal to the amount of the application fee paid for the commercial use
authorization. However, no part of the application fee shall be refunded even if gross revenues do not
result in market fees greater than the application fee. A credit for an application fee shall not be carried
over to any future commercial use authorization or applied to any commercial use authorization other
than the one for which it was paid. No credit shall be given for any other fee.

(6) No commercial use authorization shall be issued or renewed to any person who currently owes any fees
required under this chapter unless arrangements for the payment of such fees have been made that are
sufficient to the Commissioner.

Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 

0400-02-13-.06 Grounds for Revocation, Suspension, Modification, or Refusal to Issue or Renew 

(1) The following acts by the holder of a commercial use authorization shall be violations of this chapter and
the Commissioner may revoke, suspend, modify, or refuse to issue or renew a commercial use
authorization for one or more of the following reasons:

(a) Failure to abide by any term or condition of a commercial use authorization, including but not
limited to failure to maintain required insurance;

(b) Providing any false, misleading, or deceptive information to the Commissioner regarding any
matter, including the amount of market fees owed;

(c) Engaging in any false, fraudulent, or dishonest practices in the course of business, whether such
practices are engaged in during the course of commercial park activity or otherwise;

(d) Failure to comply with any request for information from the Commissioner regarding the
commercial park activity authorized under this chapter;

(e) Conducting any commercial park activity for which the person does not hold a commercial use
authorization;

(f) Conducting any commercial park activity in any state park that the person’s commercial use
authorization does not include;

(g) Engaging in any behavior that does not have a minimal impact on park resources and values and
is not otherwise approved within a commercial use authorization;

(h) Engaging in any behavior that is not consistent with the park purpose, management plans,
policies, and all laws and regulations;

(i) Failure to timely pay any fees owed under this chapter;

(j) Operating a commercial park activity in a manner that:

1. Is contrary to the purposes for which the natural, historic, recreational, and special use
areas exist in a state park; or unreasonably impairs the atmosphere of peace and
tranquility maintained in natural, historic, hospitality, recreational, or commemorative
areas in a state park;

2. Unreasonably interferes with interpretive, visitor service, or other program activities, or
with the administrative activities of a state park;

3. Substantially impairs the operation of public use facilities or services of state park
concessioners or contractors;

4. Presents a clear and present danger to public health and safety; or

5. Results in significant conflict with other existing uses of a state park.
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(k) A commercial park activity requested to be authorized is reasonably anticipated to be operated in 

a manner in violation of subparagraph (1)(j) of this rule; or 
 
(l) Conviction of or entry of a plea of guilty by any person holding a commercial use authorization of 

any felony or of a misdemeanor directly reflecting on such person’s fitness to conduct commercial 
park activities. 

 
(2) A modification ordered under paragraph (1) of this rule may make any change to the commercial use 

authorization that could have been made at the issuance of the commercial use authorization, including, 
but not limited to, adding terms and conditions authorized by this chapter, modifying the term of the 
commercial use authorization, changing state parks where the commercial park activity can be 
conducted, and altering the scope of the authorized commercial park activity.  

 
(3) Any action by a person who owns part or all of a business entity that holds a commercial use 

authorization, including conviction of a crime, shall be imputed to the business entity holding the 
commercial use authorization.  

 
(4) Any hearing to revoke, suspend, refuse to renew, or modify a commercial use authorization under this 

rule shall be conducted pursuant to the Uniform Administrative Procedures Act, (T.C.A. Title 4, Chapter 5, 
Parts 1 through 3). 

 
Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 
 
0400-02-13-.07 Fees  
 
The Commissioner may set any fees the Commissioner determines are reasonably necessary for the 
administration of this chapter, including but not limited to an application fee, renewal fee, reissuance fee, and a 
commercial authorization permit amendment fee, by setting such fees in accordance with paragraph (2) of Rule 
0400-01-01-.02.  
 
Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 
 
0400-02-13-.08 Renewal of Commercial Use Authorization 
 
(1) Any person who holds a commercial use authorization issued under this chapter may renew a 

commercial use authorization by filing with the Commissioner a renewal application, accompanied by the 
required renewal fee, that includes: 

 
(a) The name of the applicant; 
 
(b) The contact information, including phone number and email address for the applicant;  
 
(c) Proof of general liability insurance covering the commercial park activity in the amount of $1 

million per occurrence  with the State of Tennessee named as an additional insured, unless an 
alternate insurance amount is approved by the Commissioner based on the individual risk factors 
of the applicant’s commercial park activities;  

 
(d) Any changes to the applicant’s operation plans and emergency operation plans for the proposed 

commercial park activity since the last time such plans were provided to the Commissioner; 
 
(e) Any changes in qualification of the applicant to provide the proposed commercial park activity, 

including but not limited to training for all staff that will participate in the commercial park 
activities, since the last time such qualifications were provided to the Commissioner;  

 
(f) Any change to the statement of the expected group sizes, if applicable, and frequency of the 

commercial park activity since the last time such information was provided to the Commissioner; 
 

(g) If the person who is renewing the commercial authorization is a business entity other than an 
individual or general partnership, proof that the entity: 
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1. Holds a registration as a domestic or foreign business entity, as appropriate, in good
standing with the Tennessee Secretary of State; and

2. Has obtained all permits and licenses, including business licenses, and paid all charges,
fees, or taxes required by the State of Tennessee or its political subdivisions for the
provision of the commercial park activity;

(h) A list of any conviction or entry of a plea of guilty by the applicant or, if the applicant is an entity,
by any person that owns part or all of the applicant entity that has not previously been disclosed
to the Commissioner;

(i) Whether the applicant is requesting the renewal term be the same as the expiring commercial
use authorization’s term and, if not, the requested term length; and

(j) Any other documentation or information reasonably requested by the Commissioner regarding
the commercial park activity.

(2) Upon receipt of a complete renewal application with all required fees that is filed prior to the expiration of
the commercial use authorization, the Commissioner shall renew a commercial use authorization,
including one originally issued pursuant to a limited timeframe, unless the Commissioner refuses to renew
the commercial use authorization pursuant to Rule 0400-02-13-.06. Persons whose commercial use
authorization has expired but who have filed a complete renewal application, including payment of all
required fees, prior to the commercial use authorization becoming invalid pursuant to paragraph (3) of this
rule may continue to operate under the terms of the expired commercial use authorization until the
Commissioner either approves the application or there is a final refusal to renew the commercial use
authorization pursuant to Rule 0400-02-13-.06. However, no person shall engage in any activity under a
commercial use authorization while it is expired if the person’s application has not been submitted or is
incomplete, including not having paid all required fees.

(3) If a person submits a complete renewal application, including all applicable fees, after the person’s
commercial use authorization has expired but within 60 days of expiration, the Commissioner shall
reissue the commercial use authorization if the application would have been approved under paragraph
(2) of this rule had the application been submitted before expiration. If a person who holds a commercial
use authorization fails to file a complete renewal application, including payment of all fees, within 60 days
of the expiration of the commercial use authorization, then the commercial use authorization shall be
invalid and the person shall file a new application for a commercial use authorization.

(4) If a person who holds a commercial use authorization files a renewal application before the expiration of
the 60-day period outlined in paragraph (3) of this rule and the renewal application is incomplete, the
Commissioner shall notify the applicant of the reason that the renewal application is incomplete and that
the applicant has until 60 days after the expiration of the commercial use authorization to file a complete
application as required under paragraph (3) of this rule.

(5) Commercial use authorizations shall be renewed for the same term as the applicant’s expiring
commercial use authorization unless the applicant requests a different term length in its application. If the
applicant’s requested term is longer than the term of the applicant’s expiring commercial use
authorization, the applicant must meet one or more of the criteria in Rule 0400-02-13-.02(5)(b) and
demonstrate how the applicant’s business or market in which the business operates has changed in a
way that necessitates a longer term since the last time the applicant submitted an application to the
Commissioner.

Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq. 

0400-02-13-.09 Update of Information on File with the Commissioner 

Any person who holds a commercial use authorization shall notify the Commissioner of any information required 
to be provided to the Commissioner under this chapter, including but not limited to conviction of any felony or of a 
misdemeanor directly reflecting on such person’s fitness to conduct commercial park activities, change of 
address, change of contact information, and change of ownership, within 30 days of any change to the 
information previously provided to the Commissioner.  
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Authority: T.C.A. §§ 11-1-101 and 4-5-201 et seq.  
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Public Hearing Comments 
 
One copy of a document that satisfies T.C.A. § 4-5-222 must accompany the filing. 
 
1. Comment:  One commenter would like flexibility to allow terms to be less than one year so that an applicant 

has more control over the renewal date in future years regardless of when the application is 
submitted. 

 
 Response: The Department agrees this is a reasonable suggestion and will add the phrase “up to” into Rule 

0400-02-13-.02(5) to read “A commercial use authorization shall expire up to one year after its 
issuance on the last day of the month of issuance, except:.” 

 
2. Comment: One commenter noticed Rule 0400-02-13-.02(4) seemed incomplete because it did not refer to 

the criteria listed in Rule 0400-02-13-.02(3) or whether applications were subject to review under 
the Uniform Administrative Procedures Act. 

 
 Response: The Department agrees this should be clarified and has updated Rule 0400-02-13-.02(4) 

accordingly. 
 
3. Comment: One commenter questioned the Department’s authority to create an exception to the open 

records law in rule. 
 
 Response: The Department has removed proposed Rule 0400-02-13-.08 regarding confidentiality of 

business records and has renumbered accordingly. 
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Regulatory Flexibility Addendum 
 
Pursuant to T.C.A. §§ 4-5-401 through 4-5-404, prior to initiating the rule making process, all agencies shall 
conduct a review of whether a proposed rule or rule affects small business.  
 
(1) The type or types of small business and an identification and estimate of the number of small businesses 

subject to the proposed rule that would bear the cost of, or directly benefit from the proposed rule. 
 

There are numerous types of small businesses that would benefit from this proposed rulemaking. Many 
individuals and small companies have a thriving business centered around outdoor recreation and 
tourism, including but not limited to guided hiking, camping, canoeing, and kayaking trips; outdoor fitness 
classes; photography sessions and classes; and RV and camping-equipment rentals. At this time, the 
Department does not have an accurate estimate of the number of small businesses that would utilize the 
commercial use authorization, though the number is expected to grow as it becomes more widely known 
among industry professionals. 

 
(2) The projected reporting, recordkeeping, and other administrative costs required for compliance with the 

proposed rule, including the type of professional skills necessary for preparation of the report or record. 
 

The rulemaking will not require any special or advanced reporting, recordkeeping, or administrative skills, 
costs, or software. Typical practices required for small businesses to keep organized financial records in 
order to, for example, file accurate tax filings with the Internal Revenue Service will be sufficient. 

 
(3) A statement of the probable effect on impacted small businesses and consumers. 
 

The rulemaking will have a positive effect on both small businesses and consumers, since businesses will 
have an easier method of contracting with the Department to offer their services, and consumers will 
benefit from an increased number of service providers and recreation opportunities. 

 
(4) A description of any less burdensome, less intrusive or less costly alternative methods of achieving the 

purpose and objectives of the proposed rule that may exist, and to what extent the alternative means 
might be less burdensome to small business. 

 
This rulemaking is intended to provide a less burdensome, less intrusive method for small businesses to 
contract with the Department. The current method of using a special use permit for each event a small 
business wishes to conduct on a state park or state natural area is cumbersome and inefficient. 

 
(5) A comparison of the proposed rule with any federal or state counterparts. 
 

This rulemaking is modeled after the commercial use authorization currently utilized by the National Park 
Service. 

 
(6) Analysis of the effect of the possible exemption of small businesses from all or any part of the 

requirements contained in the proposed rule. 
 

The rulemaking would not satisfy its intended purpose if small businesses could not utilize the commercial 
use authorizations. Also, exempting small businesses from some of the requirements in the rulemaking 
would remove a large portion of the intended use group, thus making it much more difficult for the 
Department to uniformly enforce the rules.
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Impact on Local Governments 
 
Pursuant to T.C.A. §§ 4-5-220 and 4-5-228 “any rule proposed to be promulgated shall state in a simple 
declarative sentence, without additional comments on the merits of the policy of the rules or regulation, whether 
the rule or regulation may have a projected impact on local governments.”  (See Public Chapter Number 1070 
(http://publications.tnsosfiles.com/acts/106/pub/pc1070.pdf) of the 2010 Session of the General Assembly.)  
 
The Department does not anticipate that this rulemaking will have a financial impact on local governments.   
 
 

http://publications.tnsosfiles.com/acts/106/pub/pc1070.pdf
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Additional Information Required by Joint Government Operations Committee 
 
All agencies, upon filing a rule, must also submit the following pursuant to T.C.A. § 4-5-226(i)(1). 
 
(A) A brief summary of the rule and a description of all relevant changes in previous regulations effectuated by 

such rule; 
 

This chapter creates a commercial use authorization to allow those who wish to engage in commercial activities 
at one or more state parks or state natural areas to obtain an authorization to do so. This authorization will, 
generally, be for one year and will require payment of annual market fees based on gross revenues from the 
commercial activities if the market fee exceeds the application fee.  
 
(B) A citation to and brief description of any federal law or regulation or any state law or regulation mandating 

promulgation of such rule or establishing guidelines relevant thereto; 
 

The rulemaking is not mandated by federal or state law. Chapter 482 of the Public Acts of 2021 required 
emergency rules to be promulgated regarding commercial use authorizations. This rulemaking contains 
permanent rules regarding commercial use authorizations to replace the expiring emergency rules. 
 
(C) Identification of persons, organizations, corporations or governmental entities most directly affected by this 

rule, and whether those persons, organizations, corporations or governmental entities urge adoption or 
rejection of this rule; 

 
Businesses in the outdoor recreation and tourism industry will be most affected by this rulemaking. All business 
owners to date have been supportive of this rule. 
 
(D) Identification of any opinions of the attorney general and reporter or any judicial ruling that directly relates to 

the rule or the necessity to promulgate the rule; 
 
The Department is not aware of any. 
 
(E) An estimate of the probable increase or decrease in state and local government revenues and expenditures, 

if any, resulting from the promulgation of this rule, and assumptions and reasoning upon which the estimate 
is based. An agency shall not state that the fiscal impact is minimal if the fiscal impact is more than two 
percent (2%) of the agency's annual budget or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000), whichever is less; 
  

The Department expects a slight increase in state revenues with little to no increased expenditures. The 
increased revenue is expected to be minimal. 
 
(F) Identification of the appropriate agency representative or representatives, possessing substantial knowledge 

and understanding of the rule;   
 
Will Kerby 
William R. Snodgrass Tennessee Tower 
312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, 2nd Floor  
Nashville, Tennessee 37243 
(615) 532-0497 
will.kerby@tn.gov 
 
(G) Identification of the appropriate agency representative or representatives who will explain the rule at a 

scheduled meeting of the committees;   
 
Horace Tipton  
Office of General Counsel 
 
(H) Office address, telephone number, and email address of the agency representative or representatives who 

will explain the rule at a scheduled meeting of the committees; and   
 
Office of General Counsel 
Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation 
William R. Snodgrass Tennessee Tower 

mailto:will.kerby@tn.gov
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312 Rosa L. Parks Avenue, 2nd Floor 
Nashville, Tennessee 37243 
(615) 253-5339 
Horace.Tipton@tn.gov 
 
(I) Any additional information relevant to the rule proposed for continuation that the committee requests. 

  
(1)  A description of the action proposed, the purpose of the action, the legal authority for the action and the 

plan for implementing the action. 
 

This chapter creates a commercial use authorization to allow those who wish to engage in commercial 
activities at one or more state parks or state natural areas to obtain an authorization to do so. This 
authorization will, generally, be for one year and will require payment of annual market fees based on 
gross revenues from the commercial activities if the market fee exceeds the application fee. The legal 
authority for the rulemaking is T.C.A. § 11-1-101 and the Commissioner’s general authority to operate 
and manage the state park and state natural area systems. 

 
(2)  A determination that the action is the least-cost method for achieving the stated purpose. 
 

The proposed rulemaking creates a simpler and less burdensome process than currently exists for 
commercial operations within state parks and state natural areas. 
 

(3)  A comparison of the cost-benefit relation of the action to nonaction. 
 

Nonaction by the Department would perpetuate the current inefficient process of requiring special use 
permits each time someone wants to offer commercial activities within a state park or state natural area. 
This rulemaking will reduce paperwork overall and allow for a streamlined permit process when a permit 
is needed. 

 
(4)  A determination that the action represents the most efficient allocation of public and private resources. 
 

This rulemaking will encourage businesses to offer a greater variety of services to the public on TDEC-
managed land while protecting the natural resources and visitor experiences cherished at state parks 
and state natural areas. 

 
(5)  A determination of the effect of the action on competition. 
 

This rulemaking will have a positive effect on competition by streamlining the application process for 
businesses to engage in commercial activities, thus lowering a barrier to entry and encouraging more 
competition. 

 
(6) A determination of the effect of the action on the cost of living in the geographical area in which the 

action would occur. 
 

No effect on the cost of living is expected. 
 
(7)  A determination of the effect of the action on employment in the geographical area in which the action 

would occur. 
 

The rulemaking could have a positive effect on employment in the geographical areas around state 
parks and state natural areas if businesses are established to serve park guests. 

 
(8)  The source of revenue to be used for the action. 
 

To the extent any funding is required, this rulemaking will be funded using existing revenue. However, 
the revenue generated by the market fees paid by the commercial operators will likely exceed any 
administrative costs. 
 

(9)  A conclusion as to the economic impact upon all persons substantially affected by the action, including 
an analysis containing a description as to which persons will bear the costs of the action and which 
persons will benefit directly and indirectly from the action. 

mailto:Horace.Tipton@tn.gov
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This rulemaking will have an overall positive economic impact on the persons affected by the action. 
Small businesses will likely represent most of the holders of commercial use authorizations, and these 
businesses will benefit the most by having a relatively simple way to legally engage in and make profit 
on commercial activities conducted on TDEC-managed land. Park guests will also benefit by having 
greater access to a wider variety of commercial services on state land. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 




